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Expressive structure in relation to topography creates
an open learning environment for the Pontotoc-UnionLee Educational Academy. This design aims to be inspirational to students in the hope of creating a desire
to learn.

Bell + Young + Fuentes + Jenkins
The building design is integrated into the site, and incorporates the use of cantilevers, not only for its dynamic
appeal but also as a means to promote interaction on the
exterior...The objective was to keep the building open
to the surrounding landscape while providing protection
from the sun

Because we were really interested in creating a design that incorporated the full range
of observation, from large, public spaces for learning in groups to smaller, intimate,
individual spaces for personal reection, we wanted our structure to assist in creating
these spaces. We also were interested in creating a shape with the structure that pushed
out into the surrounding landscape. Using a canted wall achieved this and also allowed
us to bring the angles we were creating in plan to a vertical plane. Because of the canted
nature of the exterior wall, we thought of the columns as a system that we were able to
cut into to allow a pass-through space. As the structure was furthered, the idea of incorporating a straight wall along with the canted walls that created pockets of space aided in
creating differing levels of observation.

courtyard perspective of cantilever

Cantilever wedge perspective

Due to the angles of our roof, the columns needed to react to this along the exterior in
varying angles and heights. The idea of an adjustable, movable column came about and
allowed the system to be mass produced. For all the columns, we could design one column
that took into account the need for the angle change when placed on site. All connections
are bolted to allow for future change if needed. No welding is done on site. If the building needed to expand the column could be reused in the expansion construction. Other
elements are included within the design to add to the idea of the “kit of parts” such as the
precast concrete panels, perforated metal panels, and the raised oor system.
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Movement of a Single Column

We decided on several academies that coincided with the degree programs of our state colleges, and we linked them together based on their
adjacencies and how they would inﬂuence each other and interact within their respective disciplines. The spaces throughout the plan are a
result of the structure, but are independent of it, providing more ﬂexibility and openness for change. The courtyards also serve to reﬂect
learning outside the classroom, with the L-shape plan visibly linking the different academies.

courtyard perspective with informal entrance

Perforated Metal Panels
www.hendrickmfg.com
Adjustable Column Pieces

Section 1

Blakeney + McCullough + Dorris + Hegler
The goal of our project is to set up a space that allows
the full process of observation to occur. The space will
provide an interactive environment that will engage
impulses and desires for gaining experiences while
providing reflection spaces to complete the observation
process.

Precast Concrete Panel
www.trentconcrete.co.uk

Bolted Base Plate

Section 2

Raised Floor System
www.mswukltd.co.uk

Kit of Parts

